I can also…..
Write a story with a wizard/witch as the
main character. What will your setting be?
What will be the problem?

Barn Owl Homework tasks:
I Must…..
Read my reading book every night – this does not have to
be the whole book! Practise reading fluently and with
expression. Remember to predict what might happen next.
Practise my spelling activities to help me recognise and
use the spelling patterns.
Learn to spell and read the words on my CEW list
(Common Exception Words list) – by the end of year 2 we
should know them all!
Practise my handwriting: can you join your letters, make
them the right size and make sure they sit on the line
correctly?
Practise partitioning numbers into tens and ones in
different ways (e.g. 53 = 50 + 3/ 40 + 13/ 30 + 23)
Practise making fact families (e.g. 70+30=100/
30+70=100/100-70=30/100-30=70)

Take a survey of your family and friends.
You could find out their favourite
animal/book/Harry Potter character/food.
Make a pictogram to show your results.
You could ask some questions about your
pictogram for me to answer.

Find ten objects from around the house.
Can you measure them with a ruler? Then
put them in order from longest to shortest.

Can you write some instructions?
This could be for how to ride a
broomstick/how to play quidditch/how to
defeat the terrible wizard/witch.

How much does each item weigh?
Now order them from the heaviest to the
lightest.
Was the heaviest also the longest?
Can you design and make the fastest
broomstick you can dream of? What makes
it so special? What features does it have?

Make a magical object from your favourite
magical story. This could be the Night Bus
from Harry Potter/Winnie the Witch’s
hat/the magic porridge pot. You could use
whatever materials you like!

What different materials can you find
around the house? Which would be the
best/worst to make:

A hat

An umbrella

A car

A table

A mirror

A cuddly toy
Why?

Learn a magic trick! Can you astound us
with your skills?!

